
Zero and in�nite curvature limits of hyperbolicmonopoles.Stuart Jarvis and Paul Norbury.Bulletin of the London Math Society 29 (1997), 737-744.AbstractWe show that the zero curvature limit of the space of hyperbolic monopolesgives the Euclidean monopoles, settling a conjecture of Atiyah. We alsostudy the in�nite curvature limit of the space of hyperbolic monopoles andshow that the associated rational maps appear explicitly here.AMS classi�cation: 81T13, 53C071 Introduction.A monopole is a pair (A;�) consisting of a connection and a section ofthe adjoint bundle of a trivial SU(2) bundle E over R3 satisfying theBogomolny equation dA� = �FAwhere dA is the covariant derivative de�ned by A and FA is the curvature ofA. We also require that (A;�) have �nite energy and k�k ! 1 as r !1.The Hodge star uses a metric on R3. We will consider hyperbolic andEuclidean metrics. Atiyah [1, 2] conjectured that the zero curvature limit ofthe space of hyperbolic monopoles yields the space of Euclidean monopoles.Chakrabarti [8] con�rmed Atiyah's conjecture in the cases where he hasexplicit formulae for monopoles.There are various ways of interpreting how the limit of the moduli spaceof hyperbolic monopoles should converge to the moduli space of Euclideanmonopoles. One natural way is to use the fact that each of the modulispaces is di�eomorphic to the space of rational maps from the two-sphereto itself [1, 10]. By �xing a rational map we can ask if the path of associatedmonopoles|one for each metric|is continuous. This is essentially whatwe do, except that we use a di�erent correspondence between the modulispace of monopoles and the space of rational maps. Instead of framingthe bundle at a point at in�nity, we frame the bundle at 0 2 R3 or inother words require that gauge transformations are the identity at 0. The1



dimension of this moduli space is larger than the dimension of the usualmoduli space since there are no preferred frames at 0. With this conditionon the gauge transformations we can associate to a monopole a rationalmap via radial scattering from the centre of hyperbolic or Euclidean spacerather than scattering from in�nity. In previous work [14, 15] it was shownthat these moduli spaces correspond to the space of unbased rational mapsfrom the two-sphere to itself which contrasts with the more usual space ofbased maps. This reects the fact that there is no longer a distinguisheddirection in R3. We can now state the main result of this paper.Theorem 1 The sequence of hyperbolic monopoles obtained by �xing a ra-tional map and sending the curvature of hyperbolic space to zero convergesto the corresponding Euclidean monopole.More precisely, we prove that any subsequence of this convergent sequenceof hyperbolic monopoles possesses a further subsequence that convergesuniformly on compact subsets.Our approach uses a non-linear heat ow to construct the monopolesas well as to supply estimates for the monopoles. It ends up that theinitial data for the ow corresponds in some sense to the in�nite curvaturelimit of hyperbolic monopoles. The in�nite curvature limit, or equivalentlythe renormalised zero mass limit, of hyperbolic monopoles is interesting initself due to the work of Atiyah and Murray [4, 5] relating this limit tosolutions of the Yang-Baxter equations.In the next four sections we will summarise the results from [14, 16] re-garding the construction of monopoles using the non-linear heat ow equa-tion. We will only consider SU(2) monopoles here, although the methodof proof works for any compact group G.2 Monopoles and rational maps.In this paper we will consider the following family of metrics:ds2� = sinh2(�r)�2 4d �wdw(1 + jwj2)2 + dr2ds20 = r2 4d �wdw(1 + jwj2)2 + dr2where r gives the radial distance outwards from the centre and w is aholomorphic coordinate for the spheres of constant radius. The metric ds2�is the hyperbolic metric of curvature �� and ds20 is the Euclidean metric.Notice that as �! 0, ds2� converges to ds20 uniformly on compact sets.Put dA = @Aw � dw+ @A�w � d �w+ @Ar � dr. Locally, the Bogomolny equationcan be expressed by the following two equations:[@A�w ; @Ar � i�] = 0 (1)2



[@A�w ; @Aw ] = �2i sinh2(�r)�2(1 + jwj2)2 @Ar � (2)and in the Euclidean case the second equation is given by[@A�w ; @Aw ] = �2ir2(1 + jwj2)2 @Ar �: (3)The asymptotic conditions on the monopole ensure along each radial geodesicthe existence of a bounded solution of the scattering equation(@Ar � i�)s = 0 (4)which is unique up to a constant factor. We can choose a family of solutionsto (4) that depend smoothly on w. It follows from (1) that (@Ar �i�)@A�ws =0 so @A�ws = �(w)s for some �(w) 2 C. In particular, @ �ws(0) = �(w)s(0)since by the choice of coordinate system @A�w = @ �w at r = 0. In other words,s(0) : CP1 ! CP1is a holomorphic map.3 Hermitian metrics.We can use the scattering equation to produce a unique smooth frame gof E satisfying (@Ar � i�)g = 0; g(0) = I: (5)Since gauge transformations are required to be the identity at 0, theypreserve these properties of g. A consequence of (1) is that g�1@A�wg isindependent of r and furthermore, since @A�w = @ �w at r = 0 in any gauge,we have @A�wg = 0.De�ne the Hermitian metric H = �gT g. Notice that H is independentof the choice of gauge. By expressing the monopole in the gauge de�nedby g the monopole can be retrieved from H as follows:@Ar � i� = @r; @A�w = @ �w;@Ar + i� = @r +H�1@rH; @Aw = @w +H�1@wH: (6)We will �nd it convenient to work with H instead of the monopole. Wethink of H as taking its values in the space SL(2;C)=SU(2) which comesequipped with the complete metric d given locally by tr(H�1�H). It isalso useful to use�(H1;H2) = tr(H�11 H2) + tr(H1H�12 )� 4 (7)which satis�es c1d2 � � � c2d2 for positive constants c1 and c2.3



For any Hermitian metric H, de�ne its Bogomolny tensor as follows:B�(H) = @r(H�1@rH) + �2(1 + jwj2)2sinh2(�r) @ �w(H�1@wH);B0(H) = @r(H�1@rH) + (1 + jwj2)2r2 @ �w(H�1@wH):If H arises from a monopole using the construction described above, thenB�(H) = 0 by (2) or (3).In order to show that each rational map gives rise to a monopole weuse the non-linear heat ow equationH�1@H=@t = B�(H); H(w; r; 0) = H�(w; r)for any metric H�(w; r) de�ned over R3. The non-compactness of R3 andthe fact that B�(H) blows up at r = 0 forces us to instead consider asequence of boundary value problems de�ned on fr0 � r � Rg.H�1@H=@t = B�(H)H(w; r; t) = H�(w; r); fr = r0g [ fr = Rg [ ft = 0g ) (8)where the second condition includes the boundary condition throughoutthe ow as well as the initial state of H.Proposition 1 ([14, 16]) There is a unique solution H�(w; r; t) of (8)converging to a metric H�(w; r;1) that is smooth on the interior fr0 <r < Rg and satis�es B�(H�(w; r;1)) = 0. Furthermore,d(H�(w; r; t);H�(w; r; 0)) � Z 10 minfr; sgjH�(w; r)jds:The right choice of H�(w; r) will guarantee that as we let r0 ! 0 andR!1 the sequence of limiting metrics will converge to a metric de�nedover all of R3.4 Hyperbolic monopoles.Let u : S2 ! SU(2) be a lift of the rational map f : S2 ! S2. The lift isonly de�ned up to a right action of U(1). This ambiguity is used to patchtogether f across S2. Nevertheless,H�(w; r) = u(w) e�2r 00 e2r !u�1(w)is well-de�ned. Now, jB�(H�)j � C�2r= sinh2(�r) for some constant C,independent of �. The factor of r comes from the fact that jB�(H�)j4



vanishes at r = 0 and is di�erentiable there. The other factors are madeclear by the termH�1� @wH� = u e2r 00 e�2r !u�1@wu e�2r 00 e2r !u�1 � @wu � u�1which is bounded since u�1@wu is lower triangular (by holomorphicity). Sowe get d(H(w; r; t);H(w; r; 0)) � Z 10 C�2s minfr; sg= sinh2(�s)ds (9)and the right hand side is dominated by C R10 ln(1�e�s)ds=� = C1=� andvanishes as r! 0.De�ne D� = �@2r � �2(1 + jwj2)2sinh2(�r) @ �w@w: (10)If Hr1;R and Hr2;R are the respective solutions of (8) for r0 = r1 andr0 = r2, then �(Hr1;R;Hr2;R), de�ned in (7) satis�es � � 0 and D�� � 0on r1 < r < R (for r1 > r2). Since D� is elliptic, � takes its maximumvalue on the boundary. At r = R, � = 0 since Hr1;R and Hr2;R havethe same boundary condition there. The maximum at r = r1 is given bya constant times (9), since the boundary value of Hr1;R gives the initialmetric for the ow used to produce Hr2;R. For �xed R, as r0 ! 0 theexpression in (9) tends to 0 so we have a Cauchy sequence that convergesto a metric HR� on the ball r � R.Now we will show that as R!1, the metrics HR� converge uniformlyon compact subsets to a metric H� that satis�es B�(H�) = 0. For R1 > Rconsider �(HR� ;HR1� ). Notice that D(�(r)� cr) � 0 for any constant c. Ifwe choose c = supr=R �=R, then � � cr � 0 at r = 0 and r = R. By themaximum principle, �(r) � r supr=R �=R for r � R. Again (9) shows thatsupr=R � is bounded as R!1. Thusd(HR� (w; r);HR1� (w; r)) � Cr=Rso as R ! 1, fHR� g converges uniformly on compact subsets. The con-vergence can be improved to C1 [9, 18] so the limiting metric has vanish-ing Bogomolny tensor. This produces a hyperbolic monopole de�ned onR3�0. A removable singularities theorem [17] enables us to conclude thatthe connection is smooth on all of R3.Notice that as �!1, the metrics H�(w; r) converge uniformly to theinitial metric, H�(w; r). This is the in�nite curvature limit. The metricH�(w; r) is associated to a \monopole" on hyperbolic space of in�nitecurvature as follows. For a lift u of the rational map, putu�1@ �wu =  �(w) �(w)0 ��(w) !5



and de�ne (A;�) byA �w = u �  �(w) e�2r�(w)0 ��(w) ! ; � = u �  i 00 �i !Aw = � �A �wT ; Ar = 0 (11)where A and � transform under u respectively as a connection and anendomorphism. We need to include the transformation u for two reasons.It is not the identity at r = 0 so it doesn't qualify as a gauge transformationand, although the lift u is not unique, (11) only depends on the rationalmap. The pair (A;�) comes from (6) for H = H�(w; r) and satis�es (1)and @Ar � = 0 (12)which is the limit of (2) as �!1. We have not shown that in the in�nitecurvature limit the monopoles converge to pairs of the form (11). Rather,we have proven a weak analogue of Theorem 1.Theorem 2 Consider the sequence of hyperbolic monopoles obtained by�xing a rational map and sending the curvature of hyperbolic space to in-�nity. Then the corresponding Hermitian metrics converge uniformly tothe Hermitian metric corresponding to the in�nite curvature \monopole".5 Euclidean limit.Consider the sequence of hyperbolic monopoles obtained by �xing a ratio-nal map and sending the curvature of hyperbolic space to zero. In order toshow that this sequence converges to the Euclidean monopole correspond-ing to the rational map, we will begin with a result that gives a uniformbound on the curvature of a monopole depending only on its charge. It willfollow that any sequence of hyperbolic monopoles possesses a subsequencethat converges to a Euclidean monopole.Lemma 1 Any hyperbolic monopole (A;�) satis�esjFA(w; r)j; jdA�(w; r)j < C cosh(�r)where r is the hyperbolic distance from the centre of H3 and C is a constantdepending only on the charge of (A;�).Proof. We can rescale the hyperbolic monopole by setting( ~Aw; ~A �w; ~Ar; ~�)(w; r) = (Aw; A �w; Ar=�;�=�)(w; r=�)so ( ~A; ~�) is a hyperbolic monopole of mass 1=� over hyperbolic space ofcurvature �1. The monopole ( ~A; ~�) de�nes a U(1)-invariant instanton onS4 � S2 with respect to the round metric on S4 of charge 2k=� wherek is the charge of the monopole. The conformal change from the product6



metric on H3�S1 to the round metric changes the length of each S1 in theproduct from 2� to 2�= cosh(�r). This yields the fact that the charge overa ball in S4 centred at (w; r; 0) 2 H3 � S1 of radius � = ���=2k cosh(�r)is less than �. Choosing � to be that required by Uhlenbeck's theorem [11]we get jF ~A(w; r)j < c=�2 = c0 cosh(�r)=�2for a constant c0(k). ThusjFA(w; r)j = �2jF ~A(w; r=�)j < c0 cosh(�r) :This gives uniform bounds on the curvature of monopoles at interior pointsas �! 0. 2Remark. This uniform bound on the curvature contrasts with a simi-lar result for Euclidean monopoles [13]. In that case, the bound is uniformin r but depends on the monopole whereas in this case it is uniform overthe space of monopoles but depends on r.The uniform bound on the curvature of a sequence of monopoles com-bined with the fact that the sequence of hyperbolic metrics converges uni-formly on compact subsets to the Euclidean metric implies that there is asubsequence of connections that converges smoothly on compact subsets toa Euclidean monopole. It may be the case, however, that the charge of thesequence of monopoles tends towards the sphere at in�nity so in the limitwe get the trivial monopole. This seems likely since we obtain monopolesover hyperbolic space of small curvature by renormalising monopoles oflarge mass over usual hyperbolic space. The normalisation involves a scal-ing which pushes the charge of each monopole out towards the sphere atin�nity. In other words, if the limit is to converge to a non-trivial Eu-clidean monopole, then the unrenormalised limit should concentrate at0 2 R3. This should not be too surprising since if we were to calculate thecentre of any Euclidean monopole using the hyperbolic construction [6] itwould be 0 2 R3.We will show that for a �xed rational map fH�g ! H0 where H� isthe Hermitian metric associated to the monopole over hyperbolic space ofcurvature � and H0 is the (non-trivial) Hermitian metric associated to theEuclidean monopole. The fact that the underlying monopoles convergesmoothly to a Euclidean monopole implies that the sequence fH�g con-verges uniformly. A priori we could get convergence of fH�g to the trivialHermitian metric H � I (corresponding to the trivial monopole) but inthe rest of this section we will prove that this cannot in fact arise.In the previous section we de�ned HR� to be the unique Hermitian met-ric over the ball of radius R in H3 that satis�es B�(H) = 0, H(0) = Iand the boundary condition given in (8). No such problems with thezero curvature limit on this compact set occur so we get immediatelythat fHR� g ! HR0 uniformly because the underlying connections converge7



smoothly since the curvature is uniformly bounded and hence cannot con-centrate. Now HR� ! H� uniformly on compact subsets as R ! 1. Ifthis convergence is uniform in � then by taking a diagonal sequence we seethat fH�g ! H0 as required. To appreciate the issue here we will describewhat it would mean for the charge of the connections to move out towardsin�nity. In that case, each sequence HR� ! H� would converge uniformlyon compact subsets as R!1, however the convergence would get sloweras � ! 0. Thus a diagonal sequence could easily degenerate to a trivialmetric.We have reduced the problem to showing that given � > 0, there ex-ists an R� large enough so that for R > R�, d(HR� ;H�) < � for all �.Unfortunately the initial conditions in the heat ow used in Section 4 sup-ply estimates that do not satisfy this uniform bound. We have to specifybetter initial conditions for the heat ow for HR� . These are given to usfrom a combination of the Euclidean monopole heat ow and the followingexplicit formula for symmetric monopoles [7] in the radially free gauge:Aw = � sinh((�+2)r)�(�+2) sinh(�r)� sinh((�+2)r)(1+jwj2) u(w) 0 01 0 !u�1(w);� = 12 � �+2tanh((�+2)r) � �tanh(�r)�u(w) i 00 �i !u�1(w);A �w = � �AwT ; Ar = 0; (13)where �� is the curvature of hyperbolic space andu(w) = 1(1 + jwj2)1=2  w �11 �w ! :Notice that in the limit �!1, away from r = 0, (13) converges uniformlyto (11). As �! 0, (13) converges uniformly on compact sets to the Prasad-Sommer�eld monopole.For the Euclidean monopole heat ow, putH0 = u(w) e�2rrk�k(r) 00 e2rr�k��k(r) !u�1(w)where �(r) is a smooth cut-o� function satisfying r�(r) = 1 near r = 0and �(r) = 1 near r = 1. Then jB0(H0)j � C(r)=r2 where C(r) = O(r)as r ! 0 and C(r) = O(1) as r ! 1. For the solution of (8) using theEuclidean metric we getd(H(w; r; t);H(w; r; 0)) � Z 10 C(s)minfr; sg=s2dsand this vanishes as r ! 0 and is O(ln(r)) = o(r) as r ! 1. Thus, weagain get a Cauchy sequence when we �x R and let r0 ! 0. As R ! 1we also get a Cauchy sequence since for R1 > Rd(HR(w; r);HR1(w; r)) � Cr ln(R)=R8



so convergence is uniform on compact subsets. Nontriviality of the limitfollows from the fact that the limiting metric is at most ln(r) away fromthe initial metric, so in particular, unbounded.We are now in a position to give a better set of initial conditions forhyperbolic monopoles. PutH�(w; r) = u(w) �(r) 00 ��1(r) !u�1(w)for �(r) = e�(2+�k)r(��(r) sinh(�r)=�)k . The cut-o� function satis�es��(r)e��r sinh(�r)=� = 1; r � 1=2��(r) = 1; r � 3=2and is smooth in between. Also, ��(r) � ��0(r) for � > �0. The twoinequalitiese��r sinh(�r)=� � r and @2r ln(e��r sinh(�r)=�) � @2r ln(r)guarantee that the convergence HR� as R ! 1 is dominated by the con-vergence in the Euclidean case and hence is uniform in �.It follows that the limit of the sequence of hyperbolic monopoles with�xed rational map tends to the corresponding Euclidean monopole as thecurvature of hyperbolic space tends to zero. We have shown only thatthere exists a subsequence that satis�es this. It then follows that theentire sequence converges to the corresponding Euclidean monopole sinceany subsequence possesses a further subsequence that converges to thisunique limit. Thus, Theorem 1 is proven.References[1] M.F. Atiyah. Magnetic monopoles in hyperbolic space. In Proceedingsof the International Colloquium on Vector Bundles, Tata Institute,Bombay, 1984.[2] M.F. Atiyah. Instantons in two and four dimensions. Comm. Math.Phys., 93 (1984), 437-451.[3] M.F. Atiyah and N.J. Hitchin. The geometry and dynamics of mag-netic monopoles. Princeton University Press, 1988.[4] M.F. Atiyah. Magnetic monopoles and the Yang-Baxter equations.Int. J. Mod. Phys., 6 (1991), 2761-2774.[5] M.F. Atiyah and M.K. Murray. Monopoles and the Yang-Baxter equa-tions. Pitman Res. Notes in Math. Series, 232 (1995).[6] David M. Austin and Peter J. Braam. Boundary values of hyperbolicmonopoles. Nonlinearity, 3 (1990), 809-823.9
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